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Gay 90’s Echoes
In Melodrama

Chows, hisses and cakials will be in style tonight when "Under
the Gaslight"’ opens a seven-day run in the Little Theater. Curtain time
is 1:15pass.
’We want the audience to enjoy themselves and hi.... the villains, cheer the hero, weep for Hi* audience and applaud the cancan girls,’ John Kerr, director,.
said.
The Augustin Daly play, once a
famous drama, makes use or all the
puns and tricks of the late 19th
century theater. It Was designed to
show ,off the ability of the actors
A coroner’s office report has
and not to present a problem as
listed an:billy the death of CarleIn modern drama.
The frothy plot concerns the ton J. Smyth, assistant professor
dubious birth of Laura Courtland. of joUrnsaism, as suicide, United
played by Donna Wegner, and her Press reported yesterday.
trials and tribulations. Ron Blood
Shwa was found deed la his
plays the eager hero and Richard ear which was peeked la a grove
Risso is his faithful one-armed of trees near Females* Wednescompanion. Jerry Charlebois por- day meriting after he had been
trays the vUlan, aided by Ruth reported missing from his classes
Daugherty fh his nefarious at the college Monday.
schemes.
The "Mira" from whom he reOlios featuring song and dance ceived a telegram Sunday has
n umbers of the period will be in- been identified as Mira
Kemper,
serted
between
the
scenes. 49, a former Russian socialite
now
Among the prospective show employed in a Santa
Cruz foodstoppers are ’’Father Dear processing plant. The wire, which
Fathee" sung by Mary Camp- was found unopened in
Smyth’s
bell, "My Gees a High Born bachelor apartment by the
police,
Lady," a black iamb slumber, by rend:
Barbara illessalmeiree mid asek
VI-Am come this evening. I
Byers; and "Oh That We Two
want to talk to you."
Were Maying" by faculty memIn Santa (’ruz, the one-thne
bers Maurine Thompson and J.
wealthy czarist socialite told
Wendell Johnson.
authorities that the had nest
The performance will be one of Smyth there, a year ago, while
the longest presented by the de- he was on vacation. She expartment. It is scheduled to run plained that they had become
approximatly three hours. "Under "close friends" and that he took
the Gasligh will be repeated Sat- her on drives, bought her small
urday night and on June 1-2 and gift* and helped her with her
4-6. Tickets ;are available in the English.
Speech and:. Drama department
Miss Kemper said that Smyth
had wanted to marry her, but she
57.
office,
Theof the Little Thea- had told him Friday that she would
have to meet his family first. He
ter has bleu transformed late
had seemed upset that evening, she
a gaudy theater of the 115n’s saId
for the melodrama by set .6eHis sister, Mrs. Charles Pope,
signer Johnson, and James Liol Long Island. N.Y.. has been contacted by Dr. Dwight Bentel.
sad Rollin Buckman
chairman of the Journalism deCostumes designed by Berneice partment.
and she will arrive here
Frisk, range from elaborate ball this morning to make funeral arrangements.
gowns to a civil war uniform.

Bening

Record Dance Beans Greens Grab the Kids;
Scheduled for Garlic Bread Relay Racers
Women’s Gy
Ready, Raring
M

Beans and greens and garlic
bread are on tap this evening at
5 o’clock behind the Women’s

Tonight’s dance will be -held in
By GERRY GARBAIUN1
"Get the kids off the street. Ma,
the Women’s gym, beginning as gYm’
The occasion is the Bean Feed the pushcarts are comin’l" So goes
noon as the Bean Feed ends. acthe warning cry that will mark
cording to Chuck Wing, chairman which is part of the Ugly- Man
contest, being conducted by APhiO, the beginning of the Pushcart Reof the Rally committee.
today at 2:30 p.m.
Admission is free, and music national service fraternity. _The lays
Twenty-seven gaudily decorated
will be from records.
fraternity is donating a key to the carts. will compete in this, the
Sometime during the evening
fifth annual running of Lambda
the, winner of the Ugly Man con- winner of the Ugly Man contest.
Admission to the bean feed is Chi Alpha’s Relays. Each vehicle
test will be announced, and tro50 cents. The money will be count- will be manned by a single driver.
phies awarded.
of either sex, and will he proWing said that the dance would ed as 50 votes for the payer’s
pelled by six of the sturdiest genstart early because of the cancel- favorite candidate. The money will
tlemen that can be obtained.
lation of the Oregon Variety show, help swell the .total of the AthDashrnen on the college’s track
which was scheduled for 7 o’clock. letes’ Work Aid fund and will be
the means of reaching the $500 team are Ineligible.
Defending elismipieta Alpha
average collected; in the peat.
In case of raise the Bean Feed Tea Omega is expected S. be
will be held inside the Women’s baed.pmased Is its attempt as
again gram top lessiers by dark
gym instead of outside.
Immediately following the Bean bone entries. Aides FOIL sad
Feed, a no-admission dance will be Theta CM.
More than 2500 students are
held in the Wommes gym. Winners
mune
of the Ugly Man contest will be expected to line the asphalt
with more watchannounced and ’trophies awarded. by starting time,
ers coming when classes permit.
Bucky Levin, Sigma Nu-Kappa
Carts sad pushers will shove
Kappa Gamma entry, still leads
off at ’Pisa Femme. and Ninth -in the Ugly Man contest voting
streets, proceed demo Ninth Is
which closes at 1 o’clock this afterSam Antonio, thee to Eighth..
noon.
Men Aittoalo, and finally down
Second is Byron Bollinger, auEighth street to the finish line
perintedent of construction at the
Today Is the last day for all
at Eighth and Sea Carlos streets. ,
college, who is sponsored by kindergarten -primary, elementHere the checkered flag will
APhi0 and the Grounds depart- aey, junior high, and special secideality first. meend, and third
ment.
ondary teacher training candipeace sinners. Trophies will be
Wednesday’s second-place man, dates who want temporary apawarded inunedis *ply at the
Chuck Abrahamson is now third.
proval of education courses for
judges stand.
He is representing Sigma Kappa - either summer session or fall
Trophy for the most original
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
quarter to file petitions in the
Kappa Alpha -Chi Omega’s Fred’ Persosuiel office. Room 114, the pushcart will be given this evening at the Relays Romp. Music
Postal now holds down the fourth office announced yesterday.
Will be furnished by a combo ana
place in the contest.
S.
there is no charge.
Delta Upsilon’s George Coakly
A bean feed, to start at 5 p.m..
has plummeted to fifth spot from
will be sponsored by APhiO, nathe second place he held Tuesday.
tional service fraternity.- Site is inTheta Chi -Delta Gamma entry
side or behind the Women’s gym.
Al Basche is sixth.
depending on Joe Weatherman
Last place among the top vote Admission is 50 cents.
getters goes to Seymour Abrahams who represents Phi Sigma
Kappa and Alpha Omicron Pi.
None of the other candidates
An important decision was made
are out of the running, and a yesterday by the Student Court
strong attendance at the Bean
which may broaden its powers
Feed could win for any one of greatly.
Freshmen and their guests will
them.
Bill Hushaw, defeated candidate be offered an all -day entertainTotal voting to date has dropped
for the ASR Vice-presideney was ment program beginning tomorrow
over $160 into the Athlete’s Work
on trial for violating Sections 1 at 11 a.m at the Freshman Frolic.
Aid fund. This is $340 short of the
and 8 of the Student Code of Con- according to Bill Kenned), Fresh$500 average the Ugly Man conduct.. The sections deal with "mod
-- man class president
.
test has earned in the past.
taste."
4
All -day actn, it
includes swim Winners will be announced, and
Prosecutor Richard Russo ar- ming. volley-bell, ping pong and
trophies awarded at the dance in
Vied that posters used by Hushaw denting.
the Women’s gym which will folin the May 8 election were viola"Betty Coed." Trish Meyers. and
low immediately after the bean
tions of "good taste" and that such Hank Ramp. newb -elected "Joe
feed.
violations were the business of the
liege," reported that late cornStudent Court. His arguments ers to the Frolic may purchase
were upheld, although there are tickets at the Adobe Creek lodge
no specifications as to what kind grOurels. Price is 90 cents tor adof posters may be put in the elec- mission ami includes participation
tion rules. Hushaw was found In all activities.
guilty, and given three hours of
Lunches can either he purchaeed
work which was suspended because atsthe lodge or may be brought lb
it ,was a first offense, because of the students attending the affair
the few remaining claws of school.
(See pictures on Pane 2e
result of the trial, "good
As
taste" rule may be added to the
eleet ion code,

Coroner Officially
Ducky Levin
Calls Death Suicide
SO Leading
Ugly Contest

Last Day to File
Petitions For OK

Hushaw Trial
Ends. In New
Court Ruling All Day Frolic
Doings Told:

ROTC Units
Board Names New Vie for Trophy

Revelries Director

salmseThE
M

1110010 lee fie Spook and
depairillears peoliallsia se Moder lie
alat tow-eas
egonfag
Great. Lorraine
right) L.fle

and
speech
’Dave
01~1,
Irma major, was chosen as prodecor of the 1954 Revelries, it was
announced today.
In a meeting of the Revelries
board early this week, Caldwell
and the rest of the staff were
chosen for approval of the Student
Council.
Jim Bernardi will be director,
Gene Broderick and Jim Kason
will work on the music and lyrics.
Gene Sterling will be technical
director. and Jo Anne Lobbies
and Joe La Bu will collaborate on
the script.
The production is schedultd to
be run February 17-30, 1954.
illissoisee Vier lad Joni Wale& IMO* we 61PP
.1 the may smog ow asses mober, indead The script will be completed this
suanner and tryouts for the aims
hi a.maladitnian.
tr.411.,/!t-rnet,Te
rtOPIPshr
toe
: fru
,

Army and Air Force ROTC units
will compete today at 11:30 am
in the annual cadet drill comp.Mien for the Roos Bros. tropit
on the parade ground near the
Women’s gym, according to Gal
Bristol, AFROT(
Richards M
heed.
The troph, Nta go to the brat
me at
AZOTCArfterc der% mil Iniirphlt.
At 12:30 p.m. the Air Form ani:
will hold its final review if the
yew on the Ninth street drill field
The outstanding AFROTC cade
senior will receive the Air Fore
aiwociation award. The Con% a
sward will be presented to th
outstanding junior cadet.
Twaisdy-Ove hi 1111 cadets sill
eampris tie 11411 patine or
111011 grasp smiseed is the l 1 :flu
am. ampoillian. dieing .CoL

trIP ’ATVS

T. NA,
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Relays Scratch Sheet

Spartan Daily

MIIIITEB
INT=
Birk Sower
MOM Tan Onaqpi
kappa Kappa Aroma Mir Ammar,
Joe Bar
atik
?i
WINN Aldan Tire&
-Sob Norris
lignis
Beaty Illeheri
Odin innons
Art B.r$0
SAM Cynthia
Am Tbago
Theft (
Alpha Chi Omega Illarillyo Isirermam
Ilearria
Alpha riD
Boy lassiber
mewls mom
Newer lic
trommir Phi Meta
Sichardson
ILppa Tao
Barbara Hells,
Can Omega
Dirk Moors
iingens No
ir ’Swag
sowiroi
Jo Eiden
woo Omicron Pt
Graybeld
Baw
Kapp" Alpha
John lieraandr:
Theta 30
Illosesmory Pealed
Nesimma Climb
Gloria Guido
Delta Zeta
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Sm her Sion lips amine Sall.
I rams/ *de be ow armociamil Soorimme
sologo yosr winma iimm dark. and fun
rim
f000k.. &amp
sommirems omit
Cirlasmis Nomosoor lishimania Mairagro
Misobse of
Wu moot Sao ion
A-ringC&initi
Pear
Orks
Dun, lbs Ts
leiromos. Conss anii 4 Eiteurist Est_lit Adoeforq
gaig fir
S. ow moseir for ami.A.G1 nod mileims

JESS SMITH-114. M.
UM* -srp Ed-to- this iseia---Koitit V_-- --k

TED F ALEY EitrAw

The Cold, Clear Tnirth
. . Steidasoi
apeshy Straw+ apathy
not stinseers sire sid of hearing it. Some they deUt hear it
iniserable flop ascii as
reit studs- ts ire** tneersehres to
hat oati4..Sp->r4s rally er ed.-eider nit*. hi the asideace
,
ova, Dare woods Patsy Liervincli and Mir oggeol
? e. -r
o Vale tr. "Ne seine bane.
’sr
Deify ’toenail shore Wse biome far Hie Lodi of
because timis ease tiSy dots.* receive Ile plebs
_
passed doom from
p=c_which
oecawse of
-.
4,ry
04 geeing the
-c 4-3,ae
wa interest of ’no studeer body, Hie Day has felt bigoted
t-_
..>, the 7004 sod* vf Hoe picture whew student response is pow
7

5.

Dena Sigmas Pb.
Akio Pb.. Omega

Gem" liablittar
George Lee

Karla James
eikkas kappa
Jim Dimmer
Mums ri
therk Boo les
rilgmai Kappa
riparian Drifted Cop l’immommlya

Otis sts.
wonee. 4 iv is good to inck their confined failures hen

Any wiry yew gest .3t.I

WI

1
DIERKs
cfrauis

COMMENT
AM Thud Oid hum Use dertiss
IlLarefid WNW tarked
rn wasSAN
Fenhers Sanaa. Alosg; soy whi
tenser
haat Aid Them; as
home Clipate; an Ugly Maio
Don’t Orme: borrowed smokers
Coder la odds
Their thane’s good
All t hildrea Om street ;islets out
STUDIO:
dark hone Petri
All rashers
heroes Emu with the reit
Padres Bobbie; some chance
Iterp Trying
tlieer Om lloirbara Hollar
*peon* Natural faioritr
home Voriagsters; maybe nett ’Psi’
All Old Pushcart. Or neI’
Keep Along side leaders; may Isdr
Color 14-TECHNICOLOR
The klyoritione et ill play If they in
No tipsier became of lad) drirrr
STEWART GRANGER
Didn’t Zimg in prartire; may
JEAN SIMMONS
imspros
be big
Deal in- Possible;
DEBORAH KERR
apart
side:
All Ptialleen Oa the husky
may
Mame) Kaiet are them.
’TITANIC"
sonar Yrripagar:da: no pudicart!
Cliftwi Webb. Illarbors Sess.-fa
Prillicart Keep. nagging; may troll
stood. Outside elimmer
"FORT YENgEANCE"
James Caiq

SHOW SLATE

DOOM

The Love Story of a
PRINCESS!

"YOUNG
BESS"

California:

f;r-aps 4 *he Day recorded need 4"estriaact failures irati
Orreset as
sow. blot oporsoisVive rierflosicat: Ow Ovidsot
fo. shadoof act:i4/4s asset witio soy
tosq;0 t corme he
tet.:

United Artists:
Duel Martin, Jerry Le.:.
"SCARED STIFF"

socrost
%rote o -d

often events are shifted to the Lillie Tishri’,
Dane, ...44toritini_ There is 00 Merl hr fiss spacio
44-eirtorion The Itentiful of see.% Ni die Little Theater is al that
4. -4.1.11 ;or frost eren.s.
A t..y
-*tweeted by more than poor attendance et coiege fanoor -t reflected 4. *tie recy attitude of Hie student body: Orgy
r.irs34aes for ten aff-mir of president of the larvist Stade college
st..414---. body
Pernaps Hie know of toilwe has been cushioned for the studeets
4c-ng Pereeps Hi. studedos should be fold the cold. dear by&
Dor- t tyA to rne *boor it. I to 04, one of e.000 students_ I can’t
oc 44e Olivia

&Rama Great

El Rancho Drive-In
"HANS CHRISTIAN
ANDERSEN"
Many Kaye
"SOY AND THE EAGLE

Mayfair:

Cane sod effe:. We key* soy dio Hoct.
’Ti.. cassis? We Aiwa Ponlvellsoic and the WC or, dosing in on Hie
Hi.
.444 their sane/ of possible -ospondablit- act 4rs. lo shortthere is "pat too darn mock to do.
Ci oscine thane
f too nisch to do. bet too enuch of it is con-

"MOULIN ROUGE"
Jose Friar Zer.asa Gabor

’lltrTT’W COM- Teti Meyers and -Joe College." Hank Ramp.
phrtnred ahme. are rind, for their big day tornorroo at the Freshgrounds.
cennated 1. spring quarter. Changing the Spring Sing to She Winter , Nina Friar to be behl at the Adobe Creek Lodge
worth’ win, step in tho right direction.
A more isodocioin selection and sdieduing of events would seem

tc be ther answer.
The stodents are beginning to see Hie need for dash in activities.
Ilse survey conducted by the carnpors Greeks indicates that.
cut Ni activities is no cure-all. It coact be. however.
Greeted.
the Aunportant first step in Hie right direction.
- -

IThrust a nd Parry I
Conform from Fear
,
"T"-rI sod
"rs,u,seiery s ressuisp. --,uort
encriorturnero, upwl free or... .f thought suirre;ratain
G
-,a
Aaaer-,t41 to all sort. ei
OM (i
(
f ori
rnis.wefl to
l.

Surfer
and
choke
for only

49c
Rh St. Creamery
501 .4 SANTA CLARA

icy employees and fire those
obo still

not

answer

ARIAS
V.,.
C..-, A.40
1.

Clf
DOROTHY KIRSTEN

"THE GREAT CARUSO
beAllifa LANZA

bill.

ANN KITH

C.* a. M.
P...
? App.,
C- dr
A. At-.

n..-no. *too WALI.

Engineering Building Finished

The miles" Engineering department Sill chinas eight }ears of
planning Monday when it moves
into the new Engineering budding
bet warn San Fernando and San
Antonio streets. announced Dr
Ralph J Smith. deportment head.
eS terda )
Dr Smith stated that laboratory
and doormen mining operations
will begin immediately. Only technical opratiom for building laboratory equipment will be held up
until nest week He revealed
rthat classes in the building will
’ not begin until the latter part of
siMISITYPT seasion.
Functional plans for the new
structure were designed
Dr.
t Smith in January 1943

We, the student generation the
teachers and leaders of tomorrow.
presumably sill accept it with customary dumb mug-nation
This bill I. but the mast unrest
et a meg now of legislation de
dared to nub Commemiums. Me
hair. merit resole to fear and
di-spar reammaislosis. hat In ear
bisteria o-e are beerreaing the
wen Oder we fear. A prolemor
of
wienre recently told ,
ine that tar lofted Stars and
the %osier Cobra are dolly growing more sat.. Mom I loot at
sly fellow stredrats I hare to
agree.
Serfn to get thr cue for our
conforrnit!.. from abcor
and I
Slunk ise are misuiterpreturg the
facts There can tr, and has been,
intriterencv but fear of interfer.
roPe ren
o hat shuts in up
Rather we are afraid that we will
he looked askance at. considered
orioles. ern Of in poor taste if we
"emir our democratic responsibility of free. original, and creel- -

ALAMEDA
AT Mitt=

MANCHE 1HEI1014

The

s. inch now has goer to ttr Senior applies to all achoof teachers

Hit

"THE LADY WANTS MINK

toe thought and disagree wit our
eiders This fear may be. in part.
sell-raueded. bat saw faculty
members and inflnential students
hate civets is this impression
wirn it does not. I believe, reflect
their true feelings.
Fog ?sample: he Jammay. list
okra the Bally Fa was under .
flee kw printing a pro-Commoobit many. Dv. Deana of our
joursnlismi department stalled
that pabiehling mach mateetal
-reflects om the inleglifeere se
the psagele eaminerwril:’ To most
.1 as this implied that Dr. Deoget maddened a free hoer ebony of biros im times of crisis to be adialmeseset and anlotelligeot. Ibeisieyer. Dir. nentel
later amertird a. sires forum that
priating eantromedat Imateeima
-reflects es the intelligence- p.-tam. it imam as,
epee to official disciplinary action.
Must of us o ho conform, how- l
do not publicly- assert that i
’
are motivated by expediency
rather than conviction. We conform on the rather questionable,
ground that our superiors van can.sider an inienoral if we do mit. But
they and we alike are willing to
I let mar enforced orthodoxy go on
record not as what it It. fear
fo ,
punishineut or ridicule - but as
’ righteousness
CECIL M. WEBB.
ASO 4Rin

The building contains eleven
classthree
laboratories
and
rooms. The laboratories are the
finest of their kind for their apetitle technical purposes, according
to Dr Smith

Saratoga:
"Blackboard The Pirate"
Itobrt Nwtow. tioda
CARSON Car’
Is

TilablikOkle

SENIORS -YOUR RINGS HAVE ARRIVED
Come in early to select from our
complete assortment of fine quality. Senior rings in many hanil
some styles.

JULES BWZI
the friendly jeweler

et4.nrsfd

L SANTA CLARA
Inienisnerinter

’1"

Rh R STEAK

SOUP

SALADCOFFIN

Ca4tle 9191

21S2 SOUTH FIRST STREET

There’s a reason
"The Bitterness of Poor Quality
Remains long after...
The Sweetness of Low Cost
Is forgotten."
Zed cop of coffetPREE

The Surfer /Mae
380 E. SANTA CLARA ST.

Traffic Deaths To Marl 7’
Memorial Day Weekend’Brinks Return
M" 29 1953

SAN SER-NARDINO,
(UP)Jansea Stink. MI, sad his
SACRAMENTO (UP)
Between 26 and 30 CarfornianswlI cRe
in traffic occident during the Memorial Day weekend
to- elk% Jew, 411, parrots of the
night, Highway Patrol Commissioner B. R. Caldwell pr=yet- wandering Brink tensity, were
*OMB yeeterday oe dosses el
terday.
s
checks.
,Ctildwell said that becaus of a sdisHer holiday waalosed Usk roar smilldng net:Mous
rre said Brink wrote the
the death toll would probably be
ebeeks.and k6wife peewit dna
bring
less than the 41, killed last year. mwm
rel"led" Cala- Mel admitted wrIthig them
But he added that Many Cali.... well said. He added. that rural
Aram totaling $IMI width were
fornians would attempt tong trips deaths outran city fatalities al embed at markets. affterre said.
despite shorter time, driving at most 3 to klast year over the Mehigh speeds in order to make as nalrial Day weekend’
’Most of these result from a
many miles as possible.
An increasing number of serious combination of high speed and
accidents involving just one ve- driver fatigue, the corxlitions under which most weekend trips are
made," he said.
He added that all available
Highway Patrolmen would be on ’
duty over the holiday and would ’Record
try to prevent as many fatalities
A
IUP)
and injuries as possible.,
LOS ANGELES,
:French -owned transport plane
took off from Los Angeles airport
Di
LONDON, (UP)Queen Mira; yesterday at 7:28 a.m. in an atbeth
presided yesterday at the
teirmt to fly 5.700 Miles nonstop
first gala garden party of the
!to Paris for a commercial aircoronation year at Buckingham
Miter distance record.
f
The DC-68 built by Douglas
Palace.
thousand
guests
from
the
SACRAMENTO
(UP)The
AsAircraft co. at Santa Monica,
Seven
sembly
gave
final
passage
yester’Calif., is being delivered to the
United States, the Commonwealth
and much of the rest of the world. 45)’ to a bill providing a state i French airline, Transports Airiens
college
dismissed
Intercor?tinentaux, and carries a
filled the vast palace lawns, under
teacher maid be
if he was knowingly a member of 1 French crew of four, with three
brilliant spring sunshine,
organization.
Douglas pilots going along as ’techA great crowd gathered outside .8 suhvenive
the palace tq see the distinguished
The bill, SB1425 by Sen. Fred nical advisers.
Flying a great circle route over
guests arrive ’ while behind the Kraft (R-San Diego) had been
spike -topped walls the queen amended and approved by both Canada and the southern tip of
moved gra e f ul I y among the houses hut the Senate refused to !Greenland, the plane‘Was expected
throng, nod
g and smiling to the go along with lower house amend- ito reach Paris in 18 or 20 hours.
visitors.
ments providing a hearing for the aided by an average tail wind of
15 to 20 miles an hour. The plane
accused employee.
has a top speed of 360 miles an
The measure was sent to a con- hour and cruises at 315 miles an
ference committee compos4d of hour.
2 BIG HOLIDAY DANCES
members of both houses and the
Takeoff was scheduled .at 7 a.m.,
report of this committee was hut was delayed hy the late aradopted yesterday by the As- rial of the French crew.
Friday and Saturday
sembly, It previously had been
May 29 and 31
In order to have any record set
adopted by the Senate.
on the flight recognized as ofThe bill why provides a dis- ficial, the takeoff was timed by
missed employe is not entitled to Dudley Wright of the National
, hearing before his suspenfion but !Aeronautics Association for the
has the usual rights of appeal. to , Federation Aeronautique Inter;the personnel board provided for nationale. whicb maintains official
t aircraft flight records.
civil service employes.

Elizabeth II
Hostess At
Garden Party

DEL COURTNEY
in person
end
His Celebrated TV
Orchestra

French Pktne,
Tries Nonstop
Flight

Teacher smissal
Voted by Assembly

SPAILTAN DAILY

I

276 So, Rest

Flynn Accused
By Grand Jury
SAN FRANCISCO,
MP) t
Frank X (Porky) Flynn, wealthy,
and powerful associate of lobbyist Arthur H. (Artie) Srunish, has
been accused of perjury in mai
new indictments returned Wedneitday by a federal grand jury.
The jury also returned indictments against Better Brands, Inc.,’
a wholesale liquor distributing
firm in which Samish and Flynn
are major stockholders, accusing!
It of filing false statements with!
the Treasury department In 1952.:

vvATC H 4.)
HOSPITALS
Student Rates
48-Hour Service
Oa, Year
Wattage Geo/vitae
Phone

CYpress 7-2010

Wears not Cool,
Nor are we Crazy or Gone
Wears warm.
Also we are sane and here *
You’ll find the difference refreshing.

RENDEZVOUS CAFE
" 159S SOUTH FIRST STREET

Pier Bath House
COWELLS BEACH
Santa Cruz
Hamburgers
Milk Shakes
Beverage*

’ChlirWse. Hit Hard

On Korean Front

-- The troops fought desperately to hold
months , their positions against more than
battle -16.500 attacking Chinese.
Korean
I
The Red attacks, launched about
10 p.m. lVednesday (9 am, EDT),
raged throughout the night. Some
fighting still was going on at 6
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. tUP) The
p.m. yesterday (5 a.m. EDT), 20
Big Ten yesterday voted to re- hours later.
new for three years the Rose Bowl,
An 8th Army spokesman said
contract with the Pacific Coast
conference, but left for negotiation- the attacking force was estimated
three different
the method of selecting competing, at "elements from
regiments." Earlier reports had
teams.
The group approved a resolu- Indicated only 3.500 Reds involved.

SEOUL, Korea. (UP)
heaviest fighting in six
raged along the Korean
front yesterday as South

Rose Bowl Clause
Voted by Big Ten

COMING ONE HITE ONLY!

Saturday, June 6
RUSS MORGAN
1!7 Stars

Miele in the
Morgan Manner

tion directing their committee to
Intense mortar and artillery fire
negotiate final details of the blazed along the front in support
agreement, and to seek and ar- of the Red attacks.
rangement under which each conference will select its representative oir Its own pattern.
The resolution was in deference
to the position of Illinois and
QUALITY TIES
Purdue against the current conFof Alf Oc,os.o^s
tract clause which provides that
no Big Ten team may compete
more than mice in two years.

OPENS TONIGHT
At the Anclon JJ0ui 1.4). (,a1414
with

THE TIE RACK

Show Starts
8:30

EAT THE BEST FOR LESS!
Chehou

Brilliant Coined%

directed by James H. Clancy

ti

featuring

the Actor’s Repertory Compan4

Cocoanut Grove
Santa Cruz Beach

GOLDY’S
"Mow Cooked Food"
230 SOUTH SECOND STREET

TICKETS $1.20 at:
CIARLIVS MUSIC
San Jose

al\TER

PORCH UNDO"’
LOS Crates
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\College Roundup
$y Er.RItY GARSMUNI
Spring brings many things. To Joe Walcott it brought a stiff
right uppercut, a remarkably brief 3-1) appearance, and $250.000The arrival of spring on college ounpuses is slightly less violent
and considerably less productive, panty raids to the contrary.
But, you know when its here. One way to tell is by watching
mike/. newspapers. They are literally sprinkled with lassies who
inive their pretty heads ski on capturing some queenship or other,
and possibly advancing on to the more rewarding Miss America competition% later. It’s materialistic, we know, but you can’t blame the
girls. Their big brothers didn’t stop playing football after leaving
college. They went on and made something of themselves. And.
think the girls, ab shall we
-Another -harbinger of spring is the campus humor magazine, which
certainly approaches Mickey Spillane for sheer drive and continuity of
supect matter. Some say that Mr. Spdlane’s public is not the same
one the humor may cater to. But, that’s a statement which might
Ise challenged.
Well, anyway, the prudent Boston spirit seems to arise on college
greens when the humor mag editors make their appearance, or groan
and protest as thougb-theY’d surely like making a bow of some sort.
71iis teeth mashing Ori the editors’ part can be accounted for by wiry
committees set up to temper the earth, sort of material sometimes
used sic.
And the fdltors, all staunch defenders of the free press, resent
this deeply. ,After all, they protest, we Ire fairly Conscientious guardians of the/public morals, too, and can do nicely without committees.
College powees-that-be don’t necessarily challenge the editor’ selfrighteous contention. 3ut, neither dal they -cease sharpening their
censori pencils, Its like an arrnamealts pact between ;two nations.
rine country lei% the other build 50 bilttleships, providing she is altossed to fauncit 100 subs, the better to sink them with.
Eventually, however, the college humor mag gets published. Eventually, a risque Joke or two is uncovered. Eventually, the disciplinary
committees are goaded into action. An editor or two is jostled about
in the interim., And, by gosh, eventually its time for another spring.
Flow ()racks 1)o Stumble!
Many pro- Prognosticatting. we have long felt, is for the birds
- -fesisional jounialists think otherwise, and predict presidential election outconsesland gents results with equal obstinacy.
Contrarily. we had been under the opinion that college journalists
he profited .by their elders’ errors, and believed in keeping hands
oft this conjectural field.
But, sadly enough, such ,ein’t the case. Recently a North Texas
State scribe went on record as follows: "Mercian is a 3-1 favorite, but
N....II take Ak;oell in a (Men; round decision"
As cv
from here to Sicily now knows, Mr. Walcott let down
the Texas writer something awful. And we are anxious to read his
eepianation The Texan’s, that is. Walcott had a perfectly good excuse to cull it, ti day back in Chicago.
Obituary
George TIrelniter II was a dog of mongrel origin. At Southern
Celifornin U . he was a privileged figute---the school Mascot ... Last
foothold *twin while the Trojans Yvette flirting with the PCC champlonnhip. George II suffered a nervous breakdown ... Recently he died
In Santa Cruz where he had been sent to convalesce . , Most notable
oiturtvement causing a riot at a UCLA fraternity house two years ago,
i’S(1 students thought he had 6een kidnapped . . . Most likely
taicisseor: Gilorge III. a nine-month -Old puppy of equally hazy back -

Courtesy, Calm Heads
Rule in British Policing
king’s peace kind as an officer that
. of Cal
renponsibility rests solely on him.
Hy BRAD 13
I earl ewes betotten United’ If a constable exceeds his power
Stotts cits and state politic fares.- while performing ’his duties, he
and the British police service. personally can be sued for dam heir’ tinticemen carry no fire- ages, not the city or borough he
rc- arms, erre explained here recent- represents, the Englishman said.
1y -by Sir Arthur Dixon, tomer ’ "Scotland Yard is the headquar- assistant vindersecretary of state tors of the Officer of Police for
In tb. I (omit office in London
. the Metropolitan police." Sir ArSething would upset the tra- ’Him’ said. "It has no jurisdiction
ditionai nuttual understanding lover other units In the kingdom,
beteeen the public and the po- at Is commonly believed.
lice ..... re than armed British
’’Sicotland Yard however, does
police. Mir .rthur told
lend its detectives and roosts ell,’ hail audience of more than
hies to the other units upon re130.
quest. It also prints the Pollee
"No one wants it." explained Gazette for the entire police serSir Arthur. "Why have it? The %lee with descriptions of crimnet result would only be the en- inals and other police hews."
couragement of ’shooting matcher
Courteous arrests in England
eith armed eriminals."
Were reviewed by Sir Arthur. He
The British police service is fun- said quiet and practical arrest
damentalty a Meal nyetem, Sir Ar- procedures are taught at the pothur said Each police unit is un- lice colleges.
der direct control of a local administrative officer There are 125 lo.
eal units in the country, but nevertheleas England is covered by
an effective and uniform police
system, since there is no overlapPhi Epsilon Kappa, men’s
ping of jurisdiction by’ these units. fraternity, has recently
announced
-Imsflon--exerpt the old city its new officers and pledge class,
of Loadoo---one square mile in according to Kenny Mitchell, new
this heart of the English capital historian
whale* is under loeul supervision
The new officers are. Runs
is protected by the Metropoli. Whitman, president: Chuck Godless police. The Metropolitan po- shall, vice president: Grant Donner are not administered by
’telly-, secretary . Gene Salvador,
eat authorit) hut are Losers- treasurer Dan Gonsalves. guide;
aselit controlled, being under the and Larry Shishido, sgt.-at-arms.
Keeiretary of state of the Home
The new pledge class consists
office."
Of F:lio Abrami, Jim Brawley, Vic
Sir Arthur pointed out that a Berg. Jack Capon, Duane Dirstine,
thousand years hasn’t changed the Ron Kauffman, Don Kemp, Joe
fact that & constable (policemen Lenhardt, Al Nethercutt, Bob Pea are called constblest Is an officer vy, Russ Phillips, Benny Pierce,
reaponstble for maintaining the" Howie Rapp and Bill Wolfe.

PE Group Tells
Officers, Pledges

Texas Moves A Closeup Of A Nobel Prize
On ’Indecent’ Winning Professor At Calif.
Book Covers
(Paul Biakney, North Texas
State scribe, ponders legislative
treatment of -Suggestive" book
covers,)
This week in Austin, legislative
committee hearings will take up
discussion of a bill to control the
art used on book covers. Seems
that some of the solons, feel that
suggestive jackets on paper-bound
books are indecent enough to demand the exercise of state control.
Dtserepsnoles beilswees the covers on paper -baud novels and
the contents therein have been
a standing joke for some time.
Publishers must feel that readers want sexy reading for their
lighter, more relaxed moments
and they are probably right
most of the thine.
My m ajor complaint against
these flamboyant covers is against
the inaccurate labeling rather than
against the moral issue involved
in the degree of undress used on
illustrative figures. I can’t help
feeling that more interest is aroused by the curves, say, on a mystery novel by some unknown author than is aroused by plain black
tattering an a pastel green cover
with no illustrative matter at all.
But the publisher is getting
my 25 cents by unethical means
when he piasters a semi-clad
blonde, fluttering long, enticing eyelashes, on the outdate of
sedate story of more scientific
or sociological than esoteric interest.
Censoring novels is an old American custom, dating back to primitive Boston days, when the Coin stocks policed the printed word
with vigor and an iron hand. But
this business of censoring the covers is relatively new, J think.
And it could lead to widespread
confusion if translated into other
fields of control. For instance, suppose that at some future date, a
legislator should decide that it is
twethical for a woman to look enticingly sexythat she should not
be permitted to arouse unorthodox
thoughts In members of the opposite sex by using suggestive covering.
Such ideas, supported fty legislation, could lead to the ruination of a large portion of our
Industry. When one considers
the thousands of business firms
Which are devoted to providing
women is Ith weapons for arousing and consistently stimulating
male interest, the mere suggestion of such laws is appalling.
To be consistent, I should insist
that such controls would he proper, since. they would confine women to the facts of their figures.
But I’m not sure that I’d favor
much control.
In the realm of enhanced feminine beauty, many of the arts of
cosmeticiansand even more material corrections of nature’s some.
times imperfect workare necessary to the perpetuation of allure.
If one admits this fact, then the
argument for legislative control of
artificial improvements disintegrates.
Perhaps we should just leave
things as they are. After all, star.
ing at book covers seems a pretty
harmless pastime.

Taste-Tempting

DONUTS
FRESH
Every Day

Duriag ids earlier years of
education the young scientist
worked as a caddy and managed Ms own paper route. In
spite of the fact that he was
too light for his high school football team he became an active
participant in his neighborhood
team. His interest in football is
still paramount, guiding Ids actions as the university representative to the Pacific (’oast
conference.
He received his B.A. from UCLA in 1934 and while working for
It served two years as president
of Kappa Gamma Epsilon, chemistry fraternity. Then, moving to Berkeley, the
novice was two years a teaching
assistant and then ’one year on a
fellowship grant working for his
doctorate in chemistry. This he

received upon completion of
thesis on "the inelastic interaci,
of fast neutrons with lead"

The late GUligrt N. Leoim,
then dean of the Osiloge of chemistry. appointed him research
associate and his assistant for
two years. In 1$811 Seaborg was
appointed instnictor in ehesnis0i7 and In 11141 assistant professor.
Seaborg in 1940 took over Mc.
Millan’s research leading to the
discovery of element 94, plutonium (used in the atomic bomb),
With two others he was quickly
able to confirm McMillan’s beliefs,
and continued working with his
Colleagues with the 184;inch cyclotron on high energy bombardment. or "gpallation." He did extensive research on heavier than
uranium and transuranium elements,
In April, 1942, the chemist was
granted a leave of absence to head
the Metallurgical laboratory of
the University of Chicago, then
the parent unit of the Manhattan
project. In 1944-45 he succeeded
in producing elements 95 and 96,
or arnericum and curium, respectively.
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Forest Pool
BOULDER CREEK
Two Heated Pools
Snack Bar

SWIM
DIVE
Remember, when it’s cold and foggy in Santa Crux
it’s always beautHel at Forest Pool!

ARGYLE SOCKS FOR SPORT OR DRESS
by

INTERWOVEN
Pure Wool Argyles in a host
colors and patterns

of

Cotton Lightweight Argyles. You can’t beat
This value at the price anywhere

Arynrios sro corroct sad styli,A for you to woof to play gelf or to ge fo
doter. The yorioly of patiorns and colors we heir C.. saPPIY raw
oyory flood.

HOLSUM DONUIFS
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$100

Rates for Oriposisolisas

Jost two ilioth front

From University of California
By JOHN ROBSON
On Dec. 10, 1951, two University
scientists, Glenn T. Seaborg and
Edwin Mattison McMillan, received S16,258.50 apiece.
w 0.0 1........
1=.
=11.1=
They were the most recent Of
the six university faculty members
who have received the Nobel prize.
Workbag together, showing
the unification between physics
and chemistry In the nuclear
sciefice, they were largely responsible for the discovery of
elements WS through WS. (These
neptunium.
respectively,
are,
plutonium, americum, corhins.
berkelium, and californium.)
A glance into the past reveals
the pattern of’ life of the two. It
tells how they came together on
this campus to perform research
felt around the world with the
first explosion of the atomic bomb.
Seaborg, son of Swedish parents, was born in the small mining
town of Ishpeming, Mich., on Apr.
19, 1912.
At the age of 10 he
moved to southern ’California and
soon completed grammar school
work. Four years later he was graduated valedictorian of his class
and entered college at UCLA.

THE STORE THAT QUALITY MILT

tiSliJilbams
227-233 SOUTH PlIST STST
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Today’s reigning Queen 1

sparta

SPACTAN BALM

t Sigma Pik Host
To Sigma Chi Sat

inePPV"9014.0Uied
by lore passefli
Oh where, oh where are those Delta Upsilon fraternity pins
Gloria Bishop of Sigma Kappa is wearing the DU pin of Bill
Nlenclosa.
Delta Gamuna’s Charlene Pleat sod Nanette Oliver also are
worths( DU pins these days. Charlene is pinned to Sam Yates, %sidle
Marsette has Sob (iledorth’s pin.
The DU pin of Stanfores Charlie Luckhardt now is in the possession of Jean Ann Bailey, a Kappa kappa Gamma.
Change of Pace
serial Eckert. a Delta Gamma, has accepted the pin of Malcolm
Weaver,.a Sigma Phi Epsilon at Oregon State.
commie Preempt& is pinned GS-Sigma Chi IL D. Booher,
Ed Gehrhartit has relinguished.his Alpha Phi Omega pin to Agnes
Lobite.
They Never End
Like pinning’s, the -list of.exchanges is never-ending.
The men of Kappa Tau and the women of Alpha Omicron Pi put
on -crazy" hats and had a party recently at the fraternity house.
Entertainment was furnished by both groups.
The ATO’s -and the DC’s had a barbecue picnic at Alum Rock park
last week. After a game of softball the energetic lads and lassies
nt roller skating.
Volleyball, card, game., and refreshments highlighted the social
evening at the Kappa Alpha Theta house when the men of Sigma Pi
dropped by for an exchange.
Members of Alpha Omicron Pi and Phi Sigma Kappa went to
Club Almaden Tuesday for a barbecue exchange. The event was held
to raise funds for the Ugly Man contest. The groups are co-sponsoring
Seymour Abrahams. During the evening the AOP’s charged the Phi
Sigs for the pleasure of a dance . .. proceeds going to the contest, and
from the contest into the Work Aid Fund.
The Phi Sigma Rappas alma entertained the Delta Zetaa at a
picnic exchange at Club Almaden. The evening of fun included
swimming, games of voaybsil and shuffle board, and dancing.
Wednesday the KKG’s and the ATO’s met at Club Almaden for
their annual exchange of swimming, volleyball, and dancing.
Never-ending Sneaks
Sigma Nu ’seniors headed for the hills of Los Gatos ladened with
the drawer of fraternity silverware and steaks . . . part of the active
members’ dinner. The seniors were accompanied by dates who helped
harbecOe and consume the "borrowed" steaks.
Although an effective spy system concocted by the lower-classlimn detected the seniors’ plbt, they were unable to supply much resktence to the manly graduates.
Mother’s Party
The Phi Sigma Kappa Mother’s club held a combination meeting
and card party recently at the chapter house. The mothers are planning to present the fraternity with a new set of dining -room tables.
AOPi Seniors
Graduating seniors of AOPi will be guests at a picnic given by the
San Jose Peninsula alumnae at the home of Mrs. T. K. Farrington.
The annual award and trophy to the outstanding senior will be presented during the afternoon.

Smiles From Orchid ueen

Saturday evening will find the
of Sigma Chi and Sigma Pt
Imen
and their dates At the Sigma Pi
fraternity house kir an evening of
; dancing.
This is the first joint function
the two houses have had this year,
according to George Erhart, Sigma Chi publicity chairman.
Ray Kelly, social chairman of
Sigma Pi, is in charge of the
affair.

SIZES 74
REZONING OVER the
Burrows, center, and har
Pat Doherty, right. Bliss

relays today is Crescent Queen Pat
Robin Wursteiug, left, and

sposiored by Sigma Chi Iraterrfty, was chosen the Lasibila Chl Crispest Girl at the fraternity’s
tiptiag formal Saterloy tiopinkag:
photo by Pryor

June Brings Engagements
For Three Spartan Couples
As June approaches, the list of
Spartan couples becoming engaged
continues to increase.

Aguilar-I( naak

Haris-Gish
The engagement of Carol Gish
to Bob Hans, former member of ,
the Spartan boxing team, was announced recently at the Sigma Chi 1
fraternity house.
Both are sophomore education
majors and residents of San Jose.
- No wedding date has been set
by the young couple.

Two San Jose State coeds were
chosen to reign over the third annual Sigma Pi Orchid Ball Friday
evening at the St. Francis Yacht
club.
Bonnie Cameche, freshman drama major, was crowned Orchid
Ball Queen at the formal dinner’
dance, Her attendants were Lois
Kirchner, a Gamma Phi Beta on
t his campus, and Dorothy Lelia.
a Cal coed.
Miss Cameche and her attendants were presented with necklaces by San Jose State’s chapter
president, George Nale.
The Queen was escorted by Didk
compton. Miss Kircluier’s date
was Ron Wagenbach. Both men
are members of the local chapter
of Sigma Pi.

Sigma PI presidad George Nate
at the fraternity’s third annual

Orchid Ball Friday evening.
photo by Parker

ist and Rad

SAN JOSE CHURCH DIRECTORY
Stephen C. Peabody and
Peprerris Merjenien, Ministers

6:30 t.735 Modeet FeriosnIste sisst.ep
Harrison I Mary McCret4
Mionsrers

The brothers and alumni of Delta Upsilon’ fraternity will hold
their 16th annual Pull Moon Ball
Friday evening at the St. Francis
Yacht club in. San Francisco.

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH

145 AM. Sondes School
II *lb A.M. Sonic*,
Or W. Pawl Loop.
700 P.M. Teem; adult worship
(Refresbrismds)

Jack Osorio a junior science
major from Santa Cruz, and Dick
Chappel, a senior police major
from Lodi, were chosen 1953’s outstanding member and outstanding
senior, respectively, by Theta Chi
fraternity.

I. Brooksiole
botw000 Sea Lamed and Beeddsr Crisis

Dancing

tOS E. Us Fanwood.

4444e
is. cottage
44 s.between

I I :OR A.M. Wershid Mesita
tea Ilikdl 4,1 co, age
ILO* Noon Cease How

Broolidale -Ledge

Swimming

TRY
MILK SNAKES

SIZES 11 9 ONLY

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Third end See AMerrie
CY 14727

Twice in Ripley’s Believe It or Mot!
BARNEY MORROWSFAl
WORLD

ORB’S
aiut

See ’MAY EN LY:pelections
in dresses, suits, coats,
sportswear and lingerie

NJ’s Schedule
Full Moon Ball

Outstanding TCs

Two SJS Coeds
Reign At Ball

L’alentine-Woodicorth

The traditional box of candy
passed Monday evening at the Sigma Kappa served to announce the
Wedding bells will ring June 27 engagement of Alberta Woodfor Marilyn Knaak and Eli Aguilar worth to Jess Valentine
of Gilroy.
at St. Peters Martyr church in
No wedding date has been anPittsburg, the couple’s hometown.
Marilyn currently is employed nounced.
in that city. Eli, a Sigma Chi, is
a sophomore education major.

Music for the dinner dance will
be provided by the eight -piece
band of Paul Faria.
Mickey Culbertson is in charge
of the affair.
Patrons and patronesses for the
evening will be Major and Mrs.
Stan Martin, ,Major and Mrs. John
Hughes, and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Guy.

Bonnie
Queen
Ball
Orchid
Caminito accepts her gift from
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Cottages
Enterfoismnintt

111 Seuth FON
CV 4.544
Dr Peel Reeves
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
and Sea Fernando
CY S-2036
Rev. H. J. Crests mod Sr. E. H. Dencise
WTHERAN CHURCH FIRST IMMANUEL
574 Sod/ Third
CI 24404
- A. J. Itrernmstr, Pester
IT. PAUL’S METHODIST CHURCH
SC411 aod See C.44641
CV 4-7996
endued H. Pia*, 64Iiiildot

4311 A.M.
111110 AM.
1145AM
7.70 P.M

Ceilings Poltewatip Yrfast
bible Study
SrvicI
A+i,.’
Sersic

1110 A.M. Swedes Srylc

110 A M Mrentigis Werahl
515 PM. Evoeireg-Weirship
1:30 RM. Mereddry. Cone., WOW"
At ort Sa. 0414.14a
IMAM. Holy Ciminsornew
RAM Aid.Ohorch School mod
FMMI, Service
II SI Aid. 1deveind Prism I Sermier

TOINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
In Nora Somad
CY 13.79111

7:00 P.M., Cootorian, 9H

FIRST PRESETTSRIAN

0.4.110.41

cHuacm

CY 342111
Rm. W. Malcolm Gvieitmy, Psalm
Moolos I.MoCasow Wont« et Moan
"Came, Nit et wombat mad steer seesaw"

CS AM. CaurX44
Canaan Clan
SWOOP
& 111111 Meraie.
Ica
Coarse Ago fottowhia
ha P.M. limalos Worship

WELCOME
SCHOLARS

STIIIIIIITS

moo vto

STAY DOWNTOWN IF
YOU WANT SOMETHING HELPFUL
YOU WANT A UVE GROUPYOU WANT REAL FUN
Nos Join Us EVERY SUNDAY
110 COUIGIATE SIM CLASS

1100 MORNING WORSHIP SERVICE
EAR ISIC CLUO
748 SNACK TIME
730 EVENING SERVICI

You% Pastors to Servo You
Itt
IT. MERLE ROARK
DR. CLARENCE SANDS
Two

Phone Boulder Creek 1-4433
Over 4,000,006 visitors in the lost 25 yoors

FIRST BAPTIST
2ad sad Sas Ashok,
0.. wan from sawn
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Tragedy of Pot-Wholloper Niliant4 *dam

Comes the Revolution, There’ll Be No Women

who would go to the dance with, in his arms as the third stroke
sounded..
a poor pot-wholloper.
I
Von a time there Walla
The night of the big dance Cin-j
"I’e got to go." he cried, shovod.oholloper named Cinder Al ; ed;r Al was sobbing in his cloeeting her aside and running towanle
Atws word
ke %cry hard in a (rat ;room when there came a rap rap;
the door.
Weise. He worked train dawn
’ But alas, it was too late. He
rapping at his chamber door.
dark and was treated spry mean
Quoth the ra%;en ’Nevermore.
tried to slide down the bannister,
bs his cruel fraternity brothers,
but on the 12th stroke the bannisnho
Cadillac’s around and ht. scHibedInstead of the stately raven, in ter broke and the tuxedo vanished
. rnnked cheap cigars.
walked his fairy fraternity adviser. in thin air.
would serub the floors and
-What’s doin’ kid?" I hear you j
The poor little pot-wholloper,
s’Ir until his ’,now -whit e little want to go to the dance. I’ll loan’ embarrassed to tears, ran out the
weie celloused and wrinr you my tux if You Promise to be’
door and disappeared into the
10-1
back by midnight lockout," the darkness
new
a
shiny
shoving
"I must have that man," cried
At th.s time of the year the col.’ fairy said,
ha.1 A big dance called the, tuxedo and a $50 bill into Cinder the queen, and a holiday was ProI..:
hands.
s. mot hall. AA the dance grew Al’s Poor little wrinkled
claimed throughout sorority and
"Ob thank you." he sobbeii fraternity land to search for the
re.mr. the fraternits. brothers were
bus) polishing their shoes and graLtefully, kissing Ow soles of the missing pot-wholloper.
fairy* shoes.
tnishing the.r tuxedos.
But Cinder Al ran off with the
fairy advieler, the cruel fraternity
- rut alas, the poor little potThe dance was crowded as Ciro brothers graduated and became
oasolloper couldn’t go because he
did not have
he der Al .heard the strokes of the executives for Standard Oil, the
tuxedo and
drin’t hese enhugh Money to buy clock announcing the arrival of ball queen ran off with a circus
performer, and nobody lised haption-is. Beadle., there wasn’t a the IFth hour.
eirority deter US the whole college ’ ’The luscious ball queen was soft pily ever after.
Sy NEILSON WAiDNIVORITH

Collector of Old
Violins Whistles
While He Works

I

-In Crisis it’s the muscles that count in a woman. When a young
turn up his nose at the beautiful
Sdakhovite is looking for a wife, he
will go for a’ lady truck -driver.
roaNy
but
gown,
dish in the low-neckod
member of tho Czechoslovak Youth League who
According to
Was heard on the Prague radio recently, a woman is to be admired,

we

not "just because of a pair of
krvely blue eyes," but because she
ki one of the best workers, or be.
alum she exceils at work "which
is not strictly cut out for women."
AnOther Communist youth was
, beard to say, -Why should we
talk of lee and %sate poetry
when we are engaged la building Socialism Such Miss, eel),
delay and distract as."
He wasn’t kidding about the delay, for a Prague paper reported
that couples who want to be married must wait for hours in the
waiting room of the Registry office
where the knot is tied.

1

Communist Spvs?

ion la based au workers who are
strong and able. If you suffer
an accident, you will, cause int-am-emirate*s to hundreds of
others and thus interfere with
the developmeat of Socialist society."

CHANNING CLUO

WHAT Tlif UNITARIAN
criuscH IS...
Itsv. Kuehl K. Shelley leading
the ifiseinsiisii. Coon, aced find
out elist elec. lilwaralern holds id
the Unitarian faith.

Whether it’s
FIELD TRIPS, PICNICS, OR FUN
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In Communist Hungary, they
don’t go in for such bourgois signs
All cohorts Age young
San Jose State has been invaded as, ’Watch your step." It was probof anarchists; ably a genius in public relations,
by a
people welcome.
large group
but no expert in time study, who
’ or at least it seems so,
composed the sign which warns
The First Unitarian
Furtise-fooklag grows of pee- streetcar riders.
Church
plc hate been going about the
"Man is the highest %slue In
Third St.
North
1110
campus for the past week or so
a People’s Democracy. Do not
with black capes draped over
get off the streetcar while it is
still is motion, because SocialThings are "picking up" around th campus, according to Orrin their heads and shoulders and
ominous-looking boxes tucked
Weber. Mr. Weber is well -qualified to remark on the situation, for he
tinder their arms.
.orlis eight hours
day picking up papers for the buildings and
This s,ispicious group has been
grounds department.
seen to shoot many of the stuBesides picking up papers, he collects violins, paints portraits
dents and facults, and to take aim
MINfl
on
1114/IAN
Me.
t hi’
at many displa)s and buildings
.11.111
Reading room, does
about the campus.
%ken k and prropeets for
next time you’re at Alum Rock park,
Further Insestigation, how group
has
the
shows
that
pier,
; i. c.in he seen
))))) nil the
stop in on your way back, for a
no mil intentions. Their hove*
ions day. In his grey:
deadly
more
contain nothing
ssteatsbirt and dilapidated hat.
than cameras; the black capes
%%Mistily% as he velars discarded
turn out to be focusing cloths;
and ’spar* an
imin
tab/pro.
and the persona they have been
Minim
EAST ON ALUM ROCK AVE.
’Twenty-three );eats as a fraShooting are merely subjects for
tipper." Although he is
terMty. adviser is a long time, but
rations about keeping the CHM- I hese found it to be a very in- Octane.
.’pu dean, his mind may not .0ferreting experience."
nes, be on lila work.
In an interview yesterday Dr.
’ I he ?inutile with work is that
Borb Gregniy, modern language
ii takes lip so much of my time," ’ professor
disclosed that he has
,Ni
1 lolls011 utnmst
been ads ising a fraternity since
1929.
Mr 1,Velmr, there are many
Sigma Gamma Omega. first local
elo. Ito lakes the i fraternity
on campus, now a chapday. ter of Pi Kappa Alpha,
a national
paints pru trams from the fraternity
,requested the services
photos,’ alai.
Ile has dinm f l of 1131. Gregory In
1929 when the
14.1,03,
1111, oil
1.10I rail
and local fraternity was formed.
I e 1930 he was initiated into
had a lesson In
the fraternity, and he has been an
lit." lye says. Ile bumped Into achiser and member ever since.
MilIon V. Larsson. assistant
lir Gregory was horn in Berlin.
professor of art, one day In the (Ierniztny and he attended tge
coffee shop, and the professor Crusorsity of Berlin.
Min an opinion on one of
r
Upon graduation he was emhis paintings. "lie’s good," Mr. ployed as an
attache to the French
Lamm’ says, lie shows quite ernIpassy, and he was later tramI. hat of undrieloped natural bored to France where he worked
,
soot) the French foreign office.
Web,’ .els around the earn"I anon returned to Germany to
1. :INA
I hall Onek
tie
’obtain my doctorate, and a year
III his eopper %s ink
’boor I Was employed as a secII,,’ hottl, show last fall, and ’ roars
.1 Nev.: York millionaire,
;mliii tf, One 01 the who brought me to
Amerita when
11.1.11in:tors
’ I seas 23," he said.
Th.. gide/ little man nes er has
In 1929 Dr. Gregory came to
mtlyk iiitti
thing .111% limiter San Jose whore he now is
comUlna It has heist his Intere.i, but pleting- his 241h year as a
profeslatereted hi many sor of modern
he has
languages.
t kings. lie fins beru all l.i.suraller
REG. PKG.
When asked to compare Ameril’ilrk, nseuerNe.wir tit
an Ice -bee can fraternities with those
in
company. an engineer. and part- Eileope. Dr. Gregory
confessed
owner 01 a restaurant.
REG. PKG.
that a great 44oil of difference does
limy low.; has he been norking exist
19(
imPreogieN=Nommi
the (-amino.* "Two and n half
3
"The fraternities as I knew
1 l& CAN
’,aim." mays Mr Weber "I’m get.
Ne. 2 CAN
them in Germany were based priLG.
PKG.
tin: so Ivan pick up a round tooth- marily on
political beliefs. At one
pick with thim thine,- he sass, intime most of the fraternities at the
dicating his uakett stick. "When
10c Coffee
unit entity were dueling fratemllois get that good, sou can’t get
Comma in
’ ties. Id was a marl ’of honor for
mien bettei
alusieht to have a scar on his
each pinball*
far+ ti prove that he had engaged
in duel. In fact some of them
%veld try to prevent the wbund
from healing too fast, and try to
make it larger." he said.
N1.intier,4 or %Villiarn Gould’s ad.
Its 1945 the French government,
aneod repte tine class got a largi thisaigh the’ French
embassy in
Star Ki;f
sh.ill old of watching the excite - washinglon
bestowed on him the
/new ’it a fire alarm o hen the)
honor of "Officer of the Academy"
TunJ
’visited the new main San .108,31 fire sehich is equivalent
to tht French
elation at Market and St. .lames Leven of Honor in the
fields of
so reefs y este’ day
,’t. I. Science and Education.
The clams Mehl omit about newn
--by visiting
When the ilsois visited the
pastimes firldhantl
sixth &ores es the city council.
I’. jail Iasi year ono of the
the amts. ’agricultural depart- stiolent remarked, "This isn’t
ioesst, city planning comn>ission. ’ss bad, l’se been In worm. 3.Us."
I .thling
ttngsector’e office and
"II
Is A rare occassion-VI:on at
PICNIC CAN 1 1
either city oftIces.
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SPORTS SPOTLIGHT

By RON WAGENBACH
PART THREE

Recounting the feats of the outfielders and pitchers will end
this review. The outfield produced,* biggest problem to Coach Walt
Williams, but he finally licked 1c situation by placing his off -duty
hurlers in the outer gardens.
Veteran. Ralph Cleland held down the right field slot throughout

DICK BRADY, sophomore gemination in both tbasehall and
basketball, led Spartan batters
at the plate this season with a
.323 mark.

Southern Calif
Judo Tourney
Tomorrow

the entire season. Hampered with
an ailing back, the husky righthander belted out’ four horneruns
to lead the squad in this department. He ended the campaign with
a .276 batting average and drove
in 21 runs.
Ron Kauffman held down ernterfield during his rests from
monad action, lie batted .?,S.S
and was one of Williams’ steadiest outfieldera. While on the
rubber, Kauffman posted three
wins against four loosest. Hits last
win Wils a no-hitter against the
San Jose Zebras.

In left field there was a steady
stream of Spartans Jim Coalter
the
started the seastan in that, position JOHNNY OLDHAM led
Nhartan hurling Staff Oita seamainly on his running ability. He
son as be posted am 11-1 non-loat
ended the yeer.with 9 111 -batting recoru. He -struck out 11101 men.
average, which was the reason for Oldham came clofte to pitching
Competition for the meet, which Joe Lendhart replacing him. n no-hitter against UsS’ hut gas e
is being held in Los Angeles, be- Lendhart, a lefthanded hit t e r. up one hit In the eighth to wine
gins at 12 noon Saturday.. Last could do little more. at the plate the perfect game.
year, the State judoists emerged and hit .133 for his season’s work
winners of the invitational tourAlso covering left.field was Dick
ney.
Brady. He played first base last
year. and started to bat at his old
Primarily featuring competition
form when transferred back to the
between Northern and Southern’t
linItial sack.
California, judo clubs from StockTowards the end of the
ton. San Francisco, Travis Air
Williams placed Doug Boehner
Force base, Los Angeles, San Jose
I left field, and when he pitch and Hollywood will be participat10tb end Keyes
ed. Johan) Oldham filled in. The
ing in the meet,
(next to Gall’s Mit )
last two ueeks Don Visconti re turned ti help out the situation.
According to Uchida, the SparA Complete Aferket of
and he showed sages of supplytan judoists will have to be at
that
alai
puach
ing
the
hitting
their best to win the tournament
since Los Angeles will be out to lacking from left field. He endeven the score as the State squad ed the year batting an even .250.
2 tor
Rio., Sweet
tied the best judo men from Los
Johnny Oldham earned himself
Angeles in the San Jose State In- the right to he called the king of
vitation!l held, this spring.
Williams’ mound staff. He appearLbs.
U.S. No. Sitsityr
The Coartan team is in top ed in 18 games and posted an 8-7
24,4
shape for the match and with third record. The tall lefthander set a
degree black better Lyle Hunt new school record, striking out a
3 I-1.eis
Large, Crisp
paving the way, should show fairly total of 166 batters. He issued 134
walks and had a 3.06 earned run’
well.
This will be the final meet for average.
Larg Leslie
Fosse, Finn
Boehner rounded out the hurlthe Spartans this season.
ing crop and he won three contests while losing eight. His earned
0 Lbs
Swam*, Ju1cy Nv.I
run average was 5.34. All three
hurlers will return next season.
Mention must also be made of
W. ills* kart Our finost
the two utility infielders, Bill An- !
Wahirmiiions on kis
Anderson I
derson and Mel Lest.
It’s the Badgers vs. the Beavers took over first base when Visconti
SPECIAL PRICES FOR
as the Spartain Daily ad staff was injured and he did a masterORGANIZATIONS AND
starts its nine-day drive for ado ful job defensively. Leal was an110ARDING HOUSES
vertisements. With the students other unsung hero who replaced!
’
CV 5-1043
divided into two teams, the icor- Poole as catcher when Poole wit
ing will be done by multiplying tifse Injured.
number of ads sold by the number
HARD TOP RACES EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
of _inches in the ad.
Wright’s 64 the
Sparked by
ss.
studeet body card $1.00
Special student retie
Badgers took over the first-day
with
772
paints,
to
scoring lead
their opponents’ 493.
Members of the leading Badger
platoon are Wright, Bob Cline,
Del Kennedy, Evelyn Manna%
Fredoun Pirzadeh and Larry Taylor.
On the Beaver roster are John
Burns, Forest Johnson. Tom McClelland. Paul Parsons, B111 Spengeman and Bob Waite.

Twenty-two men have been selected by Coach Yosh Uchida to
represent the Spartans in the Southern California Invitational judo
tournament tomorrow.

PAT’S

PRODUCE

1

IP:WT.4171E5

Canteloupes

Kent Clunie scored an important victory over Don Straub yesterday to earn a berth in the finals of the Butch Krikorian AllCollege Tennis championships.

"Time trials will be held for
Clunie’s victory was earned by
the 73, 180 and the 352 yard winning the first set 6-2, losing
events. along With trials for the the second 6-4 and then finishing
high and 16w birdies," he said.
strong with a 6-2 finale. His opfor the final match has not
Those who qualify in these ponent
Clunie and
events will compete in the after- yet been decided. Both
Straub will be around next year
noon, starting at 2 o’clock.
to bolster the Spartan tennis team.
According to Burnett, the other
Wednesday afternoon, Keit h
field events to be held Saturday
6-1
are the javelin throw, shotput, Carver set back Jack Capon.
Bruhn won
Harry
and
6-3
and
baseball, high jump, broad jump,
6-0
the 1320 yard run and the 880 re- over Tom Gregory by a 6-0,
ccore
lay
Burnett pointed out that a man
can enter two track and one field
event or two field and one track
event plus the relay competition.

See Fire Engines

(Continue from Page 4)
least one student doesn’t pick up
Delta Upsilon, last two years’ a parking violation ticket when
a inner, will attempt to make it we visit the sherrif’s office,"
three in row this year and thereby laughed Mr. Gould.
retain permanent possession of
Another time, when the class
the revolving trophy.
visited the San Jose School
According to Len Rhodes. DU board, the board members took
spokesman, the defending cham- advantage of their presence to
pions will field just about the voice their opinions against the
same team as last year but stiffer 1 Juidor college-State college spilt.
Mr. Gould says.
competition is expected.

27e.
10

Potatoes

IFC Track Meet Clunie Defeats Ad Sellers In
Straub. Enters sSpring Drive
Set For Sat.
Tenrus F"nals
I

Saturday at 9 a.m, is the deadIn. for team entries in the annual
IFC track meet, which will get
Under way with time trials an
hour later, at the Spartan track,
according to Walt Burnett, chairMan.

7

Scribe Reviews
Baseball Season

By GEORGE NALE
Memories. of the Civil ,War may be aroused November 7, when
brother meets brother on the field- of combat in Spartan stadium.
Contrary to the meetings of that war, however, this combat will be
of a more gentle Itature---on the football field.
Joe Ulm, the !lad who at present appears to be the Spartan’s
starting fullback this coming season, will have to face his brother
Gene. who will be starting at the center post for College of Pacific.
Information received from COP reveals that Gene was a standout
In spring practice there this spring. In this respect he parallels his
brother Joe, who here at Sparta looked awfully good at fullback and
went for several hang runs in the two games ending spring practice.
Joe and Genii played together while attending Sacramento high
school and last year at Sacramento Junior college. Joe was the
nom publicized of the two and was called by the Sacramento papers
"the greatest prep fullback to come out of saeramento." This is
a big statement, considering that Gene Illipsky, Villanova fullback
last seasbn and formerly of West Point Military academy, came from
Grant union high school in Sacramento,,
Gene is younger than Joe and has just started filling out, according to Joe. He stands a good chance of being the bigger of the two
before long. Which one is the better football player remains to be
seen. Regardless of the ultimate verdict I would predict one thing -the game they meet in Will be one whale of a contest and I intend to
see it.
DIFFICULT DECISION HAS BEEN MADE
Coaches of Sparta sports have just made a difficult decision regarding sports. to be included on the Physical Education department
agenda this coning year.
Their final decision was to recommend the inclusion of Judo under
the Pl-: department and not to recommend that skiing be included.
Glenn "Tiny" Hartranft, Physical Education department head,
annumal up the coaches’ sentiments on the vainest of the two sports
this way, "We belles-, that judo benefits the school and the students more than skiing. We do not recommend the dissolution of
skiing as a college ’aethilly hut do believe that, since our budget allots’s us to carry only one of them under our department, judo
should be the sport we carry."
Tim opinion expressed by the coaches’ committee does not necessarih reflect -the individual opinion of each coach. Hartranft pointed
out Each coach has his own opinion of how the various sports should
rank, and the rankings worked out by the different coaches would
not all be the same, he said.
. There are good arguments for both sides in the debating which
Is MIN. to follow the coaches’ decision.
The skiers Will probably point out that student interest is very
high in skiing. It Is. The ski club is the largest club on campus
and certainly their Interests should count. Hundreds of students
spend a great deal of their oan time and money to go to Dpdge
Ridge or Donner Summit to ski in the winter.
Judo enthusiasts will probably say that judo does more for the
collige than skiing. It does. It has attracted much national publicity to the college and Lyle Hunt’s trip to Paris in November will
probably make the name of San Jose State college known into.
nationally in sports circles.
They also will be able to say that judo is more closely associated
with the college since you do not have to travel 200 miles or solo participate in it.
Roth sides melt some Consideration and’ Mal cionsliferatlap was
given by the coaches before they handed diuvri itheirduciailm, ac-’
cording to Hartranft. I believe it was and the right conclusion
.
ass reached.
ilartranft proposes that the skiers remain united, as before, in the
ski club and not a team. This I second. I enjoy both judo and skiing.
but judo is free while I can’t afford to go skiing.
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The class also covert election
returns as’ part of their "on the ,
spot" experience. They covered
Sales -minded business adminis- the presidential primaries from
tration majors seeking employthe Spartan’ Daily office.
ment in the San Jose area will be
Mr. Gould is familiar with many
interviewed in the Placement office today by the Merchant Cal- Of the offices visited by the class
culators Company Dr. Ve r 110 fl from his own reporting days. when
Ouellette, placernent officer, said be covered the courthouse for the
ews.
San Jose Mercttry and
Yesterday.
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’Conflicts in Far East’
To Be Speaker’s Topic
Conflicts in the Far. FAA," a I
t ’lac of particular concern to!
Ar,nericans today, will be the title l
re, an address to be delivered Mon..
tiny tiy -Dr Claude A Buss, proff soot- of history at Stanford umnreidt
TOW expert en Far Eastern at’
---

fairs n111 speak before the skident body at 10:30 a.m. In the
Morris Dailey auditorium. Immedlately following his talk, he
%sin he honored at a reception
In the student Union, to which
all students and the public ale
Ins lied, according to -Dr.
HAM S nicker, reception ’bilema
Dr. Buss received his education
at Washington Missionary college,
S usquehanna University, the UMof Pennsylvania (PhD),
and University of California

Quinn Chosen New
At hleti c Manager ,ersity
For AMS Program

’LLD
lie ).was awarded a Carnegie
in internationteaching fellowship
al law4 and has been an attache

Bi ise Quinn has been chosen by
the AMS council as athletic man. for language studywith the State
a...et of the college Intramuralas
well as
Department in
pforrom beginning next quarter..
being Chinese vied consul.
iscor,ding to Dae Psntoskey, AMote reeently, he ham bees a
piesident
CA. delegate to the 10th InQuinn will be the coordinator of ternatioaal Cost
of the
the -entire intramural program. lie Institute of Pseifle Relatioes at
plans to begin next quarter with
Stratford -on-Ass" sad a smeartwo football leagues composed of bier of She segalime es CA. farii eternity and independent teams
Per.
The two leagues will be nepar-H aaalaga...’ bd. Ile Lake
late, And play-offs will be held at’ Tic,);e4d
pod.
a professorial
the and of the season for the all- tion at Stanford since 1948, prior
college elsompionship. Pantoskey L10
whileh be taught at the UlliVern
added.
sity of Southern California.
I His address is one in a series
being sponsored by the College
1.1.0 ure committee.

’College Board
Named by City I ISO Group Plans
Santa Cruz Outing

Unusual Jobs
Now Available
For Teachers

Snidest. who are going to de
their student teaching this fall
should sign up he tie Madera
Language office. town 25A, according to Bunny Davis, secretary.
Miss Davis added that all language students cannot fulfill tbs
requirements in the fall, but
those who intend to should sign
up immediately.
a

Vets To File If Continuing

Doctor, 92
Gives Advice

kissified

Money Due Today
Students are reminded that today is the last day to pay the $3
balance due on yearbooks purchased with a $2 deposit. Jim Cott tell, ’La Torre publicity manager,
urges all students who have not
paid their balance to do so as soon
as possible.

1
Cpsterbery club: Meet Sunday
at 2 p.m. at Trinity church.
Manning club: Meet Sunday at
7:30 p.m. at 160 N Third street.
Esigineering society: Meeting
this evening at S o’clock in new
building.
Methodist students. Meet in g
Sunday at First Methodist church
at 6:30 p.m.
Skelly carnival t tee: Executive
meeting in Sturalent Union Monday at ’2.30 pm
- Spartan Orlsect: Meet today at
YWCA HI l pm
Seekers: Meet at First Methodist church Saturday at 6 pm.
Sleeting Monday at
Student
9.30 a in
.
Attentios: All girls interested
in hecunianr a drum majorette
;meet Thursday in Student Union
tat 2 30 pm

Registration is still open for the
summer session of the West Coast
Nature school trip to Mendocino
woodlands. reported Dr Gertrude
Caving. registrar for the school.
The registration fee is $15 and
can he paid to Mrs. Dorman in
Room S-100. Transportation and
food costs are additional, she reported. The session is from June
13 to ’20.

Grad Gets Wings
Second Lieut. James C. Smith.
U.S. Air Force, 1952 graduate of
SJS, will receive his wings June
15 upon graduation from navigator, radar operator, and bomber- 1
dier school at Mather, field.
EARN EXTRA MONEY

We have...
DIAMONDS
with prestige
Carefully Selected
by Paul’s Jewelers
No Af000y Down
Ono Your To Pay
ATTENTION
SAN JOSE MUSIC STUDENTS
You are invitoci to affeind tha
Grand Concert which is to ben
givon by th Pacific Singing
Societias of California.
Sunday, June 7-2:30 p.m.
Civic Auditorium

tIL

;Ralph% Smoke Shop
$4 SO. SECOND
Letters
SIN Student
MX
Wig TOBACCO
11

CREDIT JEWELERS
72 SO, FIRST

THE LOGICAL PLACE TO GO
For all your Gift Needs
GRADUATION

,
Registration Open

tiator rrom

JUNE BRIDES

Dr. Raymond Mosher, director
of summer sessions, announced
yesterday that the directions in
the 1953 summer sessi6n bulletin
pertaining to application for registration are in error.
Dean Mosher said that students
planning to enroll In summer
courses should use the application
blank to be found on the last page
of the bulletin. The blank is to be
turned in to the Summer Session
office, Room 1, as soon as possible.

Alums Organize

M1lay 8, 1954, has been reserved
as the tentative date for next
year’S Junior Prom, according to
Bill Eckert, chairman of the Student Activities board.

Ckised
The Library will be closed Saturday,Memorial day, according to
Miss Toyce Backus, head librarian,
litemorislaltty is a legal holiday.

Summer Bulletin
Error Corrected

nion Plans New
Summer Schedule

j

A $200 scholarship award is open to an undergraduate woman in
need of financial assistance, Dr.
Edward W. Clements,
personnel
counselor, announced recently,
The award, Daisy R. Merchant
Memorial Scholarship, is offered
by the American Association of
University Women, Walnut Creek
branch. Applications must be in
by June 3, according to Dr. Clements.
Requirements are that, besides
financial need, the applicant must
have graduated from one of the
high schools served by the Walnut
Creek branch of the AAUW. The
applicant will also be judged by
scholarship, ability to get along,
with others and educational goals.
For further information, interested students should refer to either Dr. Clements or Dr. Helen Dim.
ndek, dean of women.

The Teacher Placement off lee
yesterday announeed t ha t they
have job offers for teacher can-.
didates from several interesting ’
and unusual sources.
The American School of Brussels has advised the offiee that’
they are in need of elementary
teachers who have a reading and
speaking knowledge of French.
The school has a total erfrollment
of 100 students.
An unusual school being organized n New Orleans, La., is the
Veterans who intend to do graNew Orleans Nursery School for duate work after receiving degrees
of
need
Blind Children which is in
In June are requested to file for
nursery teacher’s.
new certificates of eligibility by
A Catholic teacher candidate is June 3, Glenn Guttormsen, acrequired by the San Joaquin Me- counting officer, announced yesmorial high school in Fresno, re- terday.
ports Miss Doris Robinson, direcApplications ate available in the
tor of teacher placement. The Accounting office, Room 34. All
school has asked for an instructor students attending college under
who is able to teach either mathe- P.L. 16 or P.L. 346 must file to
matics, history or English and remain eligibile for benefits under
who din qualify as football coach the GI Bill.
and physical education instructor.
World War II veterans planFurther information pertaining ning to teach during the fall
quarto these Yobs is on file in the ter are rernhided that they must
Teacher Placement office, Room attend the six-week summer ses100.
sion to receive benefits, Guttormsen added.

CLIN TON, Ia. I UP -A 92year-old doctor, full of pep and an
expectant father. advised -"youngsters" yesterday to work hard, be
President John T Wahlquist. !
good to their wives and be tern,
Itiiiiness Manager E. S. Thompson
perate for a long, full life.’
and [Jr. Milburn D. Wright, pro-1
Dr. J. D. Hullinger should know.
tessor- of business, have been.
students are M- lie has practiced medicine 62
interested
All
r.:tined as San Jose State’s repvited to attend today’s Interna- ’years, still delivers babies for
1 ....ntatives to a proposed citytional Students organization beach others and expects a new child of
e lieigt committee to consider pro;party, according to ISO President his own in Julyhis third.
looms of mutual interest
’Si Nownejad.
He married a 32-year-old’ bruFormation of the committee was
Students will meet in front of nette, his former housekeeper, last
,.posed at a San Jose City cor.
the Student Union at 3 p.m. prior year after his first wife died o
4. 1 meeting in January, when SJS
. to leaving for Santa Cruz. Trans- arthritis.
rept esentatives appeared to object
portsrtion is guaranteed all who
"A happy married life is easy i
.t... tinning Seventh street into an
i.vish to attend, Nownejad said. both parties want it," he said. "All
trital.
Si
you have to do is be fair with each
:Mayor Parker I. Hathaway lipother, and raise a family accordpiloted three city representatives
ing to your means of support.
1. rhe committee ea r I iv r this.
"Personally I want a big fampintrth.
Problem which may receive , *he upper floor Student Union ily and that’s what I’m starting
vat) disciosioo by the group are fecilities will be open to students on."
His smiling wife, Lucille. says
Ito’ college’s proposal to close fromli a.m. to 8 p.m. during sum:seventh street to vehicular traffic mer session, according to Dr. Ray- he’s ’really a young man."
and proposed widening of San Car- mond Mosher, Dean of Education
_los- and San Fernamhi streets.
Services and Summer Sessions.
The Union’s schedule of 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. was followed throughout
San Jose State alumni of Conthe 1952 summer session. During
tra Costa- county held an organthe political conventions, however,
izational meeting at the Contra
the Union remained open later to
Costa junior college Wednesday
Mime students to see the convenevening, according to a report
tion activities on television.
from Harold Seyfertk director of
Mit SALE
Dr. Mosher said, ’This year the
extension [services.
MO Buick Dyna-flow. Immacu. Student Union hours are planned
Seyferth addressed the gather. late, meek perfect, new tires, for the time when most people
ing and told them of the recent.
It and H. $1495 for quick sale, may make use of them."
building program at the college
Call AX 6-737K
The new hour schedule was
and of the courses to be offered
Lady’s Suede Jacket, size , 12. Palistd lit a May 13 meeting of at the caning summer session.
new. will min.,. the Committee on Summer Reeve;Mon Program.
(’’It Marjorie. CY 2.2869
Itele four door model A Void
s..I in. Ilse good tires. good engine.
(’Y 7,-9617
call
WANTED
Mature couple for well furnished apartment Innerspring mattress. CY ’2-54179 for appointment
I nib, .$70.
Typing wad: Term papers,
Ihenru,
Egperieneed, reasonable latex Mrs. Russell D..,Jensen.
2’293 Cherrystone drive, AX 0I457
.
Revert typos done in my home.
Y 2-4707.
Call
Any girl freebie’ or working in
or around Ban Jose next fail that
- would like to, share an apartment
with a nice friendly girl call
CY 3-675K
FOR IIIENT
TWO large. *snide, newly decorated room& Your own kitchen,
bath and study. Available for
iuMsocr and fall I, gfiarters. REAsioNABLE. Make reservations
now. 347 S 12th street, after 5
pm.
?
Beano to real to male student
Hall hedman Sill,a nice hiaT" 475
S, lath street
Summer Session: Two ts’lrtsim
apt for rent Accommodates four
women students. C7hatter hall. ’246
S Ninth street Call ’or phone CY
3-3508 after 5 pm

Walnut Creek
Group Offers
Scholarship

udent Teachers
Urged To Sign Up

GIFTS

GRADUATION CARDS
NOVELTIES FOR EVERY OCCASION

-BRUG’S GIFT & NOVELTY SHOP
18 E. SAN

ANTONIO

CY 3-51138

Ne-

Try KIRK’S . . . for food
that is ’emmm.. . $o-so
ff you Ilk. food fief Is coisitd
lost right.
then yes’ll loft
’ear stokhergers.
For filte afsloor "lovers" type.
w boys bollt opest-air hoflts.

nom* Solicitors
Wants*
Slessnala
;oil NarliKohriaistor siffroodition;ill snits. High comeirisksi on
approvol. Potrt4int or hill time.
Ainalponanid Sales. Inc., 294 West
Evelyn Ana-, Sesayvids. ItEcont
,4-7417.

SELF-SERVICE
DRIVE-IN
Liesisit OMU 0111111111110 Bud . . . north of Sods Clara

erifie:is.taiwo’sailialiaitaillikalik.A.

